
BUILDING COMPANIES 
FOR EXPO 2015

Data
Registered office: Via Pantano, 2 - 20122  MILANO MI
Operational headquarters: Via Pantano, 2 - 20122  MILANO MI 

Telephone: +39 02 89096078 Web Site: www.gruppodonzelli.com

Revenues: Between 5 and 10 million euros
NACE code: n. 41.20.00 – Construction of residential and non-residential buildings 

Registration number CASSA EDILE: 14681

SOA Categories: cat. OG1 class I, cat. OG3 class V, cat. OG6 class III-BIS, cat. OG12 class I, 
cat. OS1 class II, cat. OS23 class III-BIS
ISO Certifications: n. 122920A, ISO 14001 n. 390323, ISO 18001 n. 390323

Contact
Name: ALESSANDRA Last Name: BULGARI
Telephone: +39 02 89096078 e-Mail: appalti@gruppodonzelli.com

Keyword
Demolition
Environment
Excavation
Machinery rental
Reclamation
Refuse transport
Subfoundations

DAF COSTRUZIONI STRADALI S.R.L.



Varese (VA), Via Ravasi n. 2 - Customer: University of Insubria
Custody of the demolition of the building called ‘ Body B ‘. 1. Staging construction: fence construction 
and related access, facilities construction projects;  2. Emptying accommodation and removal systems;  
3. Demolition counterpanelling for subsequent insulation removal of the outer walls; 4. Closing the 
openings with polyethylene sheeting;  5. Asbestos removal and encapsulation of rock wool insulation, 
manual removal, bagging in big bags approved ;  6. Removing polyethylene sheeting;  7. Closure of 
openings basement room with sheets of polyethylene;  8. Encapsulation underground piping insulation 
rock wool, manual removal, bagging in big bags approved;  9. Removing polyethylene sheeting;  10. 

Securing coverage with appropriate guardrails;  11. Demolition screed cover;  12. Encapsulation of rock wool insulation, manual removal, 
bagging in big bags approved;  13. Demolition of wooden floors, stairs and removal times and windows;  14. Demolition manufactured by 
mechanical means;  15. Mobilization of the site and disposal of inert waste to authorized facilities.

Sesto San Giovanni (MI), Via Catania, 126 - Customer: Aler Milano
Intervention for the Demolition residential building called “House of Plastic”.
1. Staging construction: fence construction and related access, facilities construction projects;  2. 
Emptying accommodation and removal systems;  3. Demolition counterpanelling for subsequent 
insulation removal of the outer walls; 4. Closing the openings with polyethylene sheeting;  5. 
Encapsulation of rock wool insulation, manual removal, bagging No big bags approved;  6. Removing 
polyethylene sheeting;  7. Closure of openings basement room with sheets of polyethylene 

encapsulation underground piping insulation rock wool, manual removal, bagging in big bags approved;  8. Removing polyethylene 
sheeting;  9. Securing coverage with appropriate guardrails;  10. Demolition screed cover;  11. Encapsulation of rock wool insulation, 
manual removal, bagging in big bags approved;  12. Removing railings;  13. Demolition manufactured by mechanical means;  14. 
Mobilization of the site and disposal of inert waste to authorized facilities.

Milan, Via Bernardino Novate corner Via Comasina - Customer: Milan Subway s.p.a.
Demolition of former school buildings Media “Gandhi”. 1. Staging construction: fence construction 
and related access, facilities construction projects;  2. Emptying accommodation and removal 
systems;  3. Demolition counterpanelling for subsequent insulation removal of the outer walls; 4. 
Closing the openings with polyethylene sheeting;  5. Encapsulation of rock wool insulation, manual 
removal, bagging No big bags approved;  6. Removing polyethylene sheeting;  7. Closure of openings 
basement room with sheets of polyethylene;  8. Encapsulation underground piping insulation rock 
wool, manual removal, bagging in big bags approved;  9. Removing polyethylene sheeting;  10. 

Securing coverage with appropriate guardrails;  11. Demolition screed cover;  12. Encapsulation of rock wool insulation, manual removal, 
bagging in big bags approved;  13. Removing guardrails;  14. Demolition manufactured by mechanical means;  15. Mobilization of the 
site and disposal of inert waste to authorized facilities.

Milan and Province - Customer: Aler Milano
Asbestos Remediation interventions in buildings owned Aler to be performed in Milan Milan City and 
County - Neighborhoods and Streets Various Various - relative to a third territorial - Intervention D. 1. 
Site preparation: preliminary inspection of all parts / areas of the buildings affected by the intervention; 
inspection of all areas by fencing for the placement of individual sites, if necessary, fencing and 
protection of existing footpaths or modified for the duration of the site; Delimitation and preparation 
of site areas; Installation of lifting equipment, installation of scaffolding and guardrails; Installation of 

electrical construction; 2. Demolition and removal of artifacts in compact matrix: any static confinement of the areas to be reclaimed and 
installation of decontamination units of people, products containing asbestos removal in compact matrix by skilled labor; Packaging of the 
artifacts removed in accordance with the provisions of the law; storage of materials in a specific area of the yard; Sanitizing environments 
to remove any contaminated materials and remained airborne fibers (unless specifically requested ) Laying of substitute materials. 
Cleaning of the environment affected by the intervention and restore the functionality of the environments themselves; 3 . Demolition and 
removal of artifacts in friable: Confinement static / dynamic areas to be reclaimed and installation of decontamination units of materials 
and people; static and dynamic testing of the site; Removal of products containing asbestos in friable by skilled labor; Packaging of the 
artifacts removed in accordance with the provisions of the law; storage of materials in a specific area of the yard; Sanitizing environments 
to remove any contaminated materials and remained airborne fibers; Environmental monitoring if required, Laying of substitute materials. 
Cleaning of the environment affected by the intervention and restore the functionality of the environments themselves.  4. Dismantling of 
the yard.

Milan, Via Lancetti  - Customer: A.T.M s.p.a.
Renewal and replacement installations weapons in Milan Via Lancetti, taken from Via Resegone in Via Valtellina. 
Demolition and removal of rubble containing asbestos in Milan Via Lancetti. 
Removing Paving Ground digging box and encapsulation, bagging rubble containing asbestos removal tram 
system.  1. Staging construction: fence construction and related access, facilities construction projects; 2. 

Removing Paving;  3. Ground digging;  4. Amiantifero rubble removal, encapsulation, bagging in big bags approved;  5. Removing 
tramway system;  6. Mobilization of the site and disposal of rubble amiantifero authorized facilities.
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